Chants Communal Traubel Horace Small Maynard
traubel, horace, 1858-1919. horace traubel collection of ... - american journalist, editor, and author,
horace traubel (1858–1919) was best known for his multivolume, with walt whitman in camden: a diary, a
detailed account of his close association with the famous poet between march of 1888 and january of 1889.
traubel, horace, 1858-1919. you are going to have a baby ... - scope and content note. horace traubel
signed this single-sheet galley proof of his poem, "you are going to have a baby," which appeared in the
october 1907 issue of traubel's magazine, horace traubel. - opensiuc traubel,anartistinspiteofhimself,belongstotheselect group of genuineand originalcreators with whom form and
content, theoryand execution,the moraland the esthetic, are identical. horace traubel and anne
montgomerie traubel papers - horace traubel and anne montgomerie traubel papers a finding aid to the
collection in the library of congress manuscript division, library of congress schmidgall, gary, ed.,
conserving whitman's fame ... - traubel’s decidedly whitmanian humanity, egalitarianism, and humility are
apparent throughout (xix). those who have read traubel’s chants communal or optimos or delved j. j. journals.uchicago - 260 internationatl journal of ethics. the principles of relief. by edward t. devlin, ph. d., ll.
d., general secretary of the charity organization society of the city of new york. some additional finds prior
to year’s end to the present - some additional finds prior to year’s end to the present perhaps one can
attribute good fortune to having had an internet presence over the last few years.
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